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New Image At The Top

.'

Editorial:

Changi11g
the
Image

.....

The student press has long been
regarded as a "workshop" for
prospective journalists who are
treated as incapable caricatures of
their more experienced, and
therefore "good" counterparts in the
professional press.
The student press takes a back
seat at press conderences, and is
totally ignored by America's leaders,
who should instead be listening to
what the student press, and its
audience has to say. The student
press also is interpreted as a
mouthpiece for its respective
university or college administration;
in many cases, the student press is no
more than a puppet of student
government.
However, the student press itself
has done nothing to refute these
misconceptions, and has seemingly
gone out of its way to propagate
these myths.
Student journalists
play the game of putting out
something resembling a newspaper,
making no attempt to be anything
more than a weak imitation of the
professional press. If the student
press is to move ahead into the 20th
century, it will be necessary to
change the "workshop,"
"unprofessional" image and state of
mind which impedes the student
press.

Editorial:

Standards
Shunted
Aside

•

,_,

In an effort to get tough with
campus "trouble makers" the
Regents have adopted a new policy
which will give the president the
power to declare a state of
emergency, and created additional
machinery which will allow the
Student Standards Committee to be
replaced by kangeroo courts
whenever the president doesn't like
the decisions of that committee.
We have no quarrel with allowing
the president to declare a state of
emergency whenever it should be
necessary in order to protect the
public health, safety, and welfare or
to prevent senseless destruction of
property as has happened on other
campuses (though we would hate to
be in his shoes the first time he tries
to summar.Uy suspend or dismiss a
tehured faculty member).
But we do seriously questic n the
shuhting aside of the Stahdards
Committee. Authority to do just
that was given to Ferrel Heady
whehever he thinks the committee is
failing or is likely to fail to accord
due process (read: convict the
defendants). Additionally the
committee may be replaced if it fails
Wednesday, September 9, 1970

The Lobo this year will show
people what alternatives and
potentials lie within the student
press. We are, above all,
professionals, taking the same risks
and -wo-rking- under the same
pressures as the professional press.
This year, too, The Lobo will move
intc the community, to investigate
some of the sacred cows which the
"professional" press has ignored, and
through this ignorance has abrogated
its responsibility to the reading
public.
We feel that the days are gone
when a college or university paper
could sit back and take a nan·ow
view of the world because it reported
only the academic community.
Those of us at UNM found out last
year that the days of academic
isolationism are dead, or, in the least
dying. And so they must die. I~
keeping with the spirit that
isolationism is dead, The Lobo will
investig~te poverty in Albuquerque,
the somal welfare system, University
investments, and the political scene
in the United States and New
Mexico.
We feel that through our
movement into the community, and
more full, in-depth reporting of the
University community, The Lobo is
simply fulfilling its duty to its
reading public-the students at the
University. The concepts presented
in this editorial are fairly new, yet
they only represent what the press,
especially the student press, should
be rather than what it has been in
the past.
What we are planning is a big step
for the paper and the University. But
if the image of the student press is to
change, The Lobo also must change.
Sarah Laidlaw
to begin hearings within four weeks
after charges are filed.
Under either procedures Standards
would be replaced with a five-man
hearing panel composed of two
students, two faculty, and a lawyer.
We believe such a committee will be
a stacked jury at the outset.
First, Standards is created at the
beginning of the year and has no idea
what cases it might hear. This is not
the case with a hearing panel. These
panels when called would know at
the beginning just what cases were to
be heard.
Next, the panel is entirely at the
mercy of how the lawyer chairman
wishes the hearing to be held. The
chairman decides when and where
the hearing will take place, what
procedures will be followed, ahd in
some cases can even summarily
decide the case. Assume for a
moment the lawyer works for a
conservative law firm with several
important conservative clients; if he
wanted to keep his job, or his firm
its clients, how do you suppose a
hearing of a radical would be
decided? We suppose by expulsion.
For these and similar reasons we
believe it would be prudent for the
Regents to reconsider the
establishment of hearing panels. If
the Regents are convinced that
Stahdards cannot hear all th'e cases
before it they should provide for the
establishment of a separate
Standards Committee at the
beginning of the year. The two
committees could then alternate in
hearing cases assuring that cases
would still be heard with a minimum
of pre-trial bias.
Don Burge

Oppression:
~Before

Birth

Until
Death'
By RENEE BLAKKAN
Reprinted from the Guardian
Dingy stores multiply in all
directions around the Black Panther
party ministry of information office
in the Bronx section of New York
City. Tin cans and filth line the
streets, clogged with traffic.
Inside the office, Brenda Hyson, a
young Panther woman, described the
conditions which gave rise to the
Panther party.
"The ghetto," she said. "All the
conditions of the ghetto make the
formation of a revolutionary party
necessary because all the
conditions-from disease to poor
housing to bad food-constitute a
plot of genocide by the power
structure against the black people of
the United States."
From the president of the United
States and the ruling class to the
slum landlord and the cheating
grocer, all, she said, profit from the
exploitation and oppression of the
black masses. "And that," she
continued, "is why there is a Black
Panther party."
Genocide, said Brenda Hyson, is
when a black child dies of
pneumonia in an unheated ghetto
apartment. Genocide is when a

young man or woman is denied a
decent job or the ed_ycation to get a
job. Genocide is when a teenage kid
turns to hard drugs to escape the
reality of the white man's black
ghetto.
To be poor and black in America,
she said, is to be the victim of "a
cold, calculated plot lasting from
before birth until death."
0 n e of the reasons the
government is cracking down on the
Black Panther party, she said, was
that the people in the black
community are beginning to realize
the Panthers are seriously trying to
serve the people while the city, state,
and federal agencies are serving the
poverty program htistiers.
The schools also provide the
power structure, she said. "The
rulers said, 'we will not let the blacks
get too educated because we need
cheap labor; scab labor.' "
The Panthers understand there
will never be a decent life for black
people under the capitalist system.
"Huey (Newton) writes about how
the black man blames himself if he
fails. The party points out," she said,
"that capitalism makes him fail. The
only place outside the ghetto for a
black person, in the capitalist's mind,
is in the grave.''
The Panther party was born out of'
the needs of the people in black
America, she said, and the party has
developed programs to meet these
needs. The police and press try to
depict the Panthers as totally
absorbed in violence-but the reality,
according to Brenda Hyson and
party practice, is quite different.
The Panther free
breakfast-for-children program in
dozens of black communities is a
serious effort to feed hungry
children-to serve the people or at
least that small number of people
who can be served within the
Panther party's limited resources by
providing the semblance of an
adequate diet for thousands of
young black children.
The party also conducts liberation
schools where black children learn
revolutionary culture and history.
When weather permits, they take the
children on field trips. In the
'liberation classes, children from age
three to 10 learn about the party's
10-point program, about "Huey and
Bobby (Seale) and other things that
relate directly to their lives," the
Panther woman said. "It is the
children, fed good food for the first
time, learning the true history for
the first time, who will make the
revolution."
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By MICHAEL BLAKE
Eric Nelson won the ASUNM presidency
in April by a scant seven votes over student
government veteran Leonard DeLayo.
Almost immediately Nelson was faced with
the strike which ripped UNM apart in early
May, and placed the inexperienced president
in a nearly impossible position. But
somehow Nelson and his followers weaved
their way through the chaos and emerged
with a relatively unblemished public image.
After working to put his administrative
house in order during the summer Nelson is
now ready to launch many different
programs this year. The effcctivt>ness of
those programs remains to be seen. But one
thing is certain. The tone of Eric Nelson's
reign will constitute a profound change in
established student government at UNM.
Nelson is the antithesis of the traditional
fraternity-like look of student government
and his administration will bear the brand of
a new American culture and new directions
in political tactics and priorities.
The following interview was conducted
Friday in Nelson's Union office on the eve
of a new and uncertain year at UNM.
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LOBO: What's been your biggest barrier
or obstacle since taking office?
NELSON: Student apathy. Students
don't think they have any rights. Students
don't view themselves as first·class citizens,
they're not conscious of the fact that they're
being screwed. And that's probably the
biggest thing. Most of them don't know how
to go about attacking a problem that they
want to change. And organizing the kids and
trying to get them concentrated and focused
on one particular thing is a hard thing to do.
LOBO; In what main areas are students
getting screwed?
NELSON: Mostly in legislative
areas-Student Court, Student Standards
Committee. They have no final say on
anything they do. And they could have final
say if they'd just fight for it. So far very few
have fought,
LOBO: How do you view the section in
the Regents report which sets Up alternative
hearing panels when the powers that be
decide that student standards is not capable
of handling a problem?
NELSON: I think over-all the idea is
good but they arrived at it with no student
participation. The Regents locked
themselves into a meeting with some faculty
and some administrators and they came out
with this statement on how to run students,
and it's no good-it's not going to make it.
LOBO: You don't think student
standards should be replaced then?
NELSON: No I don't. I think it ought to
be [liven the final power of determination in
any case involving students.

LOBO: You wouldn't have agreed with
Heady's action in the Cooper·Orzen case?
NELSON: No, not at all. I think the
faculty people and the students who gave up
all those days and all those hours to come to
a just decision on what should happen to
Orzen and Cooper were totally slapped in
the face. I think it's very presumptuous of
Dr. Heady to review all that information and
come out with a different verdid.
LOBO: Why do you think administrators
felt it was necessary to further punish
Cooper and Orzen after standard:; had
already meted out a punishment?
NELSON: Public pressure. The
University administration has no real
backbone. They don't feel that they're in
charge of the University; they don't feel that
the public looks at them as being in charge
of the University. They're trying to placate
the students on one side, the public on the
other.
LOBO: You talked about student apathy
before. Do you think that most sensitive
students are aware of the fact that the
Cooper·Orzen decision on the part of Heady
and Lavender was no more than a scapegoat,
appeasement-oriented decision?
NELSON: Definitely. Everyone realizes
that the Cooper·Orzen case was a total
miscarriage of justice. I think it has made
everyone aware that things are coming down
to the wire. I think walking around campus
you'll find a general state of apprehension.
People aren't too sure about what's going to
happen this year. But I think they're finally
starting to think of themselves as real people
and people that should have a say in their
own education.
LOBO: Some are saying that the days of
mass demonstrations and rallies on the mall
are over and that the tendency is to follow
the tactics if not the actions of the
bomber~oing
underground to attack
problems rather than attacking them above
board. Do you think that is going lo be a
trend this year?
NELSON: I think you'll see a change in
the style of mass rallies. The kinds of
programs that student government and
student activists are trying to get across to
the kids aren't going to be nearly as loose as
they have in the past. But I wouldn't agree
with the idea that they're out of style or out
of date. There will be more work done
underground however because, like Robert
Townsend's book ("Up The Organization")
mentions, you don't announce what you're
going to do before you get it all set up and
ready to go, People put up imaginary blocks
and real blocks to keep you from doing it.
LOBO: What is your administration going
to do to try to cope with new problems.
You've been looked upon as more of a
humanist than a politician. Are you going to

take a more humanist tact?
NELSON: It's going to be political but
what we're really trying to do is lay the
groundwork this year for students' rights
and responsibilities-to get them to believe
in what they are and not be ashamed that
they're students. And we're going to do this
through specific projects from planting a
park in an asphalt parking lot to opening
new drop·in centers, providing our own
student advisory system, and we're going to
move on academic matters.
The executive staff has all the top-priority
projects and they're given these projects
with the idea that they will devote exclusive
attention to their specific projects.
LOBO: So you're trying to specialize in a
sense.
NELSON: Yeah. I think any move for
student rights has to be issue-oriented.
You've got to do some embarrassing things.
You've got to come up with some programs
and let yourself get slapped in the face to
show the other students that that is the way
they treat all of us.
LOBO: Elaborate on this park project.
NELSON: I'd rather not say too
specifically. We've got the area picked out
and we've got people moving on it and we've
got the area okayed by the Campus Planning
Committee-they're the final authority on
landscaping.
LOBO; That's not counting the hierarchy
of the administration.
NELSON: Well, maybe not. If they want
to reverse it that's fine-more fuel to the
fire.
LOBO: What's been your experience so
far in working with student government and
administrative officials?
NELSON: Student government has been
reluctant to move-not unwilling but
reluctant. The administration gives a lot Of
smiles, a lot of rhetoric, and not much
action.
LOBO: How about the faculty?
NELSON: The faculty is very confused, I
think they want things to be right but they
don't· want to take on the responsibility that
goes with action.
LOBO: You had very little political
background before your election to the
presidency. Do you find that you like this
kind of work?
NELSON: Well, I'm making my living at
it now and I wouldn't want· to continue
making my living at it. I just don't like
things being done to me, I'd rather be doing.
That's why I got into it and that's the kind
of idea that's going to have to permeate all
the people 011 campus if they want to have
things changed.
(Tommorrow: A similar discussion
between The Lobo and Graduate Student
Association President, Bill Pickens).
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In his annual report, UNM
President Ferrel Heady has
interpreted the request for a
special .report from UNM on its
financial resources requested by a
committee of the North Central
accrediting association, to be a
warning that "UNM could lose its
doctoral granting accreditation"
or be drop;?ed in provisional
status within two years,
''The North Central
Association. . requested the
University to submit to the
association's Commission on
Colleges and Universities a report
in two years .... Such a request
is not routine and pq~es the
possibility-although it hopefully
is a very slim one-that if there
has been no improvement in two
years, UNM could lose its doctoral
granting accreditation or could be
dropped, at least, to provisional
status," Heady concluded.
A !though sounding that
warning, Heady added he was
"hopeful" that the University, the
Legislature, and the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF) would
respond with "the necessary
committments" to better the five
areas of inadequacy cited by the
accrediting team: inadequate
funding, ''institutional

PUT YOUR
BEST FACE FORWARD
Call foo' a Complimentary
F.acial-in your own Dorm or Home
ond let me show you that
MARY KAY does Not just
cover what you already have
but actually DOES
Something for YOU I
Mary l. Tippins

298-8523
299-5843

autonomy," library services and
holdings and "administrative
decision -making procedures.''
Weak Link
Heady's remarks characterized,
as did the findings of the North
Central Assn. team which studied
campus operations in the spring of
1969 the BEF as the weak link in
the financial and structural chain
tying the University, the state and
the Legislature together. .
The North Central team termed
the BEF's power of final review of
the institution's budget a "virtual
pre-audit" which constitutes an
unreasonable invasion into the
autonomy of the institution."
The inspection team
recommended the BEF "review its
practice with regard to budget
determination" and develop a
planning system which would
"take into account variations in
program costs" and present school
funding needs to the Legislature
"realistically,"
Heady reiterated the need for
the BEF to have a more direct say
in specific program development
at universities but voiced concern
over institutional autonomy.
"It (the report) noted that the
BEF should not interfere in the
internal operations of a university,
But it added that the board has a
right to and should help develop
guidelines for determining what
the actual program needs are for
higher education in New Mexico,"
Heady saii{
-· · · ·-Avoiding Duplication
He then cited the 1969
moratorium on new graduate
programs imposed by the BEF as
a means of re-assessing
post-graduate programs to avoid
"needless duplication". A report
on the study is expected "during
the coming year."
The North Central Assn.

Phony Gasoline Advertising Exposed

repr!'ltlentatives termed legislative
and BEF manipulation of UNM
fundings, as demonstrated by "a
two-year succession of austerity
budgets and the BEF budget
procedures," an encroachment
upon the autonomy of the
institution.
As per state statute, UNM, as a
state-funded agency, must present
a revised budget to the BEF after
the appropriation has been
granted by the Legislature~
Heady's statement on this area
of definciency cited by the
accrediting team softened their
judgment somewhat, but echoed
the basic warning of the danger of
BEF control of specifics in the
UNM budget.
"While the University has
submitted revised budgets for
review by the BEF for several
years, the board has never ordered
a change in the budget. Such
action might be counter to the
constitutional provision for
'management and control' by the
Regents," Heady concluded.

Reprinted from
on the building in the background
The Tribal Messenger
which says "Standard Oil
Recently, a Colorado court
Chevron Research
reached a preliminary finding that Company
Center." However, Standard has
Standard Oil's Chevron F-310 ad admitted that the building was the
campaign starring astronaut Scott
Palms Springs Court House. Mrs.
Carpenter is fraudulent.
Florence Ambler, a clerk for the
In California Mrs. Sandra Lee
Cartt, a Los Angeles school
teacher, used the mobile emission
units operated by the California
Air Resources Control Board to
test her car before and after F-310
and discovered the emission levels
went up while she was using
F-310. She is filing a $30 million
suit against Standard, Citizens of
Canada are also considering filing
suit against Standard Oil Co. of
British Columbia Ltd. for
fraudulent advertising in the F-310
campaign.
Dirty Gas
Larry Luce writing for the
ecology journal Earth Times
stated that only cars with
especially dirty engines were used
for the "before F-310" tests and
that "the company itself
concocted an extremely dirty
ba!lcon wn tlltaehod
BEFORE to"Athoc!onroxll:tU.Il\
pJ~ ol 11~11 c~r
gasoline and put this into the test
With lho onglno running, Tho bnllecn begnn to flit with
di11y e~thaust untct 1\ loohd liko this- lhOwlng how
cars, fouling their carburetors and
c.•heli~l om1s~loo' If om d<rt)' ong!no11 gpcnto the
and YI'D$IO mllobgt."
PCV (anti-pollution) valves. This
fouling in turn resulted in richer Palms Springs Police Department,
fuel-air ratios and a consequent and six policemen have presented
increase of unburned hydrocarbon testimony that charges that there
vapors in the exhaust."
were two separate balloons used
The California Air Resources in the "test" which they saw
Control Board, after studying being photographed in the parking
F-310's effects on "vehicles in a lot of the Palms Springs Court
normal state of maintenance, House.
rather than only those with 'dirty'
One of the balloons was clear
engines," reported on May 1 "no and the other was solid black. The
appreciable change in emission ads lead one to believe that there
:1ft!'!· using F-310."
was one balloon which was clear
T•t Hawaii, a state senate but turned black after being
!;(;.mUng committee l.'xamincd the attached to a car which did not
"tc;.t>;" and reportt~d, "the tests use F-310. Duplicate tests by rival
do not warrant the advertising oil companies indicated that
claims made by Chevron. The exhaust. soot would not blacken
advertising, cleverly designed to the balloon Pvenly as shown in the
capitalize on the current public Chevron ads but that the soot
concern over air pollution, does a would sink to the bottom because
disservice to the public by making of condensation,
l.'xaggeratPd and misleading
Says Mrs. Ambler, "The facts
claims."
haven't changed, despite their
In the ad photos there is a sign continual alibiing. That this is a
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Chevron gasoHnes with F·310

tum dirty exhaust
into good clean mileage.

Acaaemic Climate
;·;;
As the North Central team's
visit took place during the
statewide controversy over the use
,,
of allegedly obscene material in a
freshman English cl&ss and the
subsequent formation of the
Legislative Investigation
Committee (now study
committee) much of the team's
report included an assessment of
the climate of academic freedom
at UNM.
Viewing the legislative
investigation of the University
neutrally, Heady asserted the
Legis! ative Universities Study
FERREL HEADY
Committee "has, to this point,
not seriously damaged academic build public understanding and stark contrast to the general lack
freedom at UNM," but added the acceptance of the University's role of controversy associated with the
actions of the committee in society."
programs at UNM." The team
members "have done little to
In its recommendations the qualified its stand however by
North Central team had taken finding "no indication that the
much the same stance, terming legislative investigation will
thOJ original study committee necessarily be a petty, punitive
:formation "an overreaction. . . to witch hunt" and added it might
an episode which stands out in "enrich the educational process."
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Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
arrives in Albuquerque tomorrow
afternoon to give what is being
billed as a major policy speech.
The vice president, on a
week-long campaign swing around
the country designed to win
Republican control of the Senate,
will address a $100 a plate rally
tomorrow night in the Civic
Auditorium. He is coming to New
Mexico to bolster the campaign of
Republican senatorial hopeful
Anderson Carter.
Agnew will arrive in the city at
12:15 p.m. at the Sunport and
will hold a press conference at the
Hilton Hotel at 1:15 prior to his
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evening speech. His itinerary
during the afternoon has not yet
been released.
He will come to New Mexico
from California where he has been
campaigning for Sen, George
Murphy and Gov. Ronald Reagan.
While in California he said there
were 10 to 15 senators who from
time to time qualify as "radical
liberals" but that there are only
"seven or eight" that deserve that
designation "on a steady basis."
He refused, however, to name any
of them immediately but said he
would do so in the course of the
campaign.
Republicans need to win at
least seven Senate seats now held
by Democrats in order to gain
control of the Senate. Should
they p:ck up those seven, the
Senate would be split evenly with
Agnew then cast in the role of tie
breaker.
During his speech here the vice
president is also expected to
attack Carter's opponent
Democratic Sen. Joseph Montoya
as one of the big spenders in
Congress. That has been Carter's
theme throughout the campaign.
About 1000 persons are
expected to attend the rally.
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TITLE

plot against Standard by their
competitors is a lot of double
talk. I'm a 15-year credit card
holder with Standard. I have
nothing to gain, none of us have
anything to gain by falsifying this,
These are just the facts. We are

Proof:

Agnew Hits Town
To Bolster GOP

TITLE

Astronaut-Endorsed F-31 0 Ads ..Praudulent Says Court

I·

good clean

muon~e"

just citizens and intelligent people
who are not going to take it."
Even if Standard's claims were
true, particulate matter (dirty
exhaust) is less than two percent
of all air pollution caused by
automobiles. The really harmful
air pollutants are the invisible
carbon monoxide, lead nitrogen
oxides, and unburned
hydrocarbons. Although Standard
at first claimed to the press that
F-310 had been under research for
15 years and that it reduced
unburned hydrocarbons by 50
percent, it now appears that this
claim was based on only one
rigged demonstration involving
only eight cars.
Feds Also Guilty
E. D. Kane, president of
Chevron Research Company, now
says that the company never
claimed that they could cut

unburned hydrocarbons by 50 per
cent in all cars, ·and in statements
to California and U. S. federal air
pollution officials Standard of
California has said it makes no
claim that F-310 reduces even
particulate matter!
One reason Standard is
stooping to such base lies to get
on the anti-pollution bandwagon
is to cover up for the untold
damage caused by their "criminal
negligence" (to quote the U. S.
Justice Department) in off-shore
drilling operations in the Gulf of
Mexico. Indeed, the Chevron
disaster in the Gulf implicates not
only Standard Oil but the Federal
government as well.
The 40,000 gallons a day of oil
which created a slick covering up
to 70 square miles of sea would
have been prevented if a storm
choke had been in use on a well
when an explosion occurred. The
storm choke is required by federal
law but according to a recent
article in Sports Illustrated it is
common practice for companies
to remove the chokes with full
knowledge of federal officials.
$2000 a Day
In one year govemment
officials checked only 20 percent
of the oil fields in the Gulf. But
even this inspection is useless
since Harlan Wood, the
Department of the Interior's
spokesman handling the Chevron
affair, admitted he had neve;·

heard of an oil company being
prosecuted for violating
regulations in his 13 years with
the department.
.
Oil companies are supposed to
be fined $2000 a day and/or
imprisoned six months in jail fo~
each violation of federal
regulations. The particular
platform on which the explosion
occurred had been examined by
investigators prior to the incident.
The oil field in which the disaster
occurred has 280 wells and in a
preliminary investigation of the
area soon after the explosion
federal investigators uncovered
14 7 violations. Thus it is only
possible to blame both Chevron
and the federal agencies involved,
The moral of alCthis is that
''free enterprise" means rich
corporations and popular heroes
like Scott Carpenter are free to
tell whatever lies are necessary to
make an easy buck off the people,
and "law 'n order" means if
you've made enough of those
bucks you can get the federal
government to help you break
laws which are essential to our
survival on earth.

3 hour Credit course
in theology

20TH CENTURY
i\fASTER WORKS

Brotherhood of Life nooks

Tillich, Reinhold,
Niebuhr, Barth

TOTAL RECORD SALE

Time: Tue. & Thurs., 1-2:30
Cost: $20.00
Instructor: Rev. '\V. E. Crews
Late Registration:
Mon. &Tucs.l-4

$3.00---$3. 50---and--$,1.. 00
Monday lllC' 1-1th. tlzru
Saturday the 19th.

Canterbury Chapel

110 Dartmouth, S. 12., Albq.

425 University NF.

A
Southw-estern
Scandal

:,,
r

Alianza leader Reies Tijerina once said of the U.S. government's policy toward his
people, "They stole our land and gave us powdered milk." In our current issue, we
show that Tijerina is right, not only about the government but also about the
independent agencies that make and implement its policy. In a startling story of
corruption and cynicism, we document the Ford Foundation's attempts to practice
counterinsurgency on the people of New Mexico; the way it tried to buy off the militancy
of La Raza; and the way the $1,500,000 Ford grant found its way not into the
humls of the poor, but into the pockets of a l<'ord official's relative.

II

I
I

\

Our September issue is now on newsstands.
Besides "Ford and La Raza" there are important
stories you can't afford to miss:
• "The Theft of a Nation"
A look at the way Phillips Petroleum
controls the Cherokee Indians like
they were a company town.
• "All for Vietnam"
Chicago 7 defendant Tom Hayden's
provocative essay on the need
to redouble efforts to end the slaughter
in Vietnam.
• An interview with Huey
P. Newton, founder of the Black
Panther Party, recently released from
prison.
• Much more.
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Campus Briefs
Chicano Fiesta

A fiesta for students interested
in Chicano and Indian studies will
be held on the Mall Wednesday.
The program will feature speakers
and mariachi music.
Representatives from the
Alianza, chicano, black and Indian
studies, and Quebrar, drug addict
rehabilitation program, will spea!r.

WORLD N~WS

The watercolot·s were given to
the museum by the Wells estate.
The 21 prints include
I i tho graphs, etchings and
serigraphs by artists in Germany,
France, Czechoslovakia,
Indonesia, England, Italy,
Holland, Poland and the United
States. They are a gift to the
museum from Mr. and Mrs.
Charles D. Clark of McAlk•n, Tex.

By United Press International

Guerrillas Hold 39 Hostages

Museum Opens
The UNM Art Museum
reopened with a continuation of
two exhibitions: 23 watercolors
by Cady Wells and 21 prints by
contemporary artists,
The exhibitions will continue
.r · through Sept. 20. Museum hours
will be 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday and 1 to 5 p.m. on
Sundays.
Wells (1904-1954) lived many
years in the Santa F:e area and is
considered one of the most
individual and imaginative artists
who worked in northern New
Mexico during the first half of the
century. An accomplished
watercolorist, he was concerned
with the structural aspects of the
rugged landscape in that region.

Hispanic Heritage
For their "gifts to our national
life," President Nixon declared
this week National Hispanic
Heritage Week.
The President's proclamation
cited "the work of the early
Spanish explorers, teachers and
agriculturalists" that built a "solid
and graceful foundation of
gentility and art in many parts of
the country."
Celebrations in recognition of
the Hispanic culture in New
Mexico will include a special day
at the New Mexico State Fair to
honor
Mexicanand
Spanish-American contributions
to the culture of the State.

Regents Limit Hearing Rule

NON-CREDIT CLASSES

New Judicial Machinery Not Retroactive

offered by the University of New Mexico

The University Regents
Saturday ruled out the use of
their newly established student
judicial machinery for cases which
were on the Student Standards
Committee docket pnor to Aug.

Division of Continuing Education
include:

Adobe Courses
Albuquerque
Art Courses for Adults
Art Courses for Children
Art Courses for Youth
Aviation Ground Courses
Certified Professional Secretary
Review I
College Preparatory Courses
Cooking Courses
Crafts Courses for Adults
Crafts Courses for Youth
Creative Problem Solving
Creative Writing Courses
Dancing
Data Processing Courses
Ecology
English Courses
Foreign Languages
French
Genealogy Courses
Golf Courses
Graphoanalysis
Hebrew
History Courses
Insurance
Interior Designing
1nvesting Courses
Japanese
Mathematics Courses
New Mexico Courses
Nutrition

010 and 020 Courses
Philosophy Courses
Physical f-Itness for Adults
Political Science
Radio
Reading Proficiency Courses
Real Estate Courses
Religion
Review Courses
Remedial Courses
Secretarial Courses
Self-1 mprovement Courses for Men
and Women
Sewing Courses
Shorthand Courses
Small Business Management
· Courses
Social Programs for the Cities
Social Service Technician Courses
Sociology
Spanish Courses
Speedreading Courses
Study Techniques
Supervisory Development
Typing Courses
Urban Affairs
Weldmg Exploratory Courses
Writing Courses
Yoga

For course description, fees, times, etc. pick-up o Comm11nity Col. lege bulletin at the continuing Education Building located on the
Northwest corner of Lomas at Yale (805 Yale NE) or calf .277-2215
or 277-2931

A traditional pageant performed at the Santa Fe Fiesta, a
re-enactment of De Vargas' march into New Mexico, will be included
in Sept. 17 Spanish Heritage Day events at the New Mexico State
Fair.

Spanish Heritage

8.

,

However, the Regents tabled a
more detailed discussion of that
policy in order to allow a more
complete study of its impact by
the various segments of the
University community.
In clarifying the intended use
of the "interim standby panels"
established by the Regents last
month, Arturo Ortega, president
of the body, asserted that it was
not the intent of the Regents to
apply them in a "retrospective"
manner. "It will not be ex post
facto. It was not intended to be
retrospective," he said.
The panels, composed of two
faculty members, two students
and a lawyer not associated with
the University, were authorized
by the Regents to hear cases
involving student discipline
whenever the Student Standards
Committee has failed to act
within four weeks or when the
President of the Universitv has
determined that Standard:~ "is
failing or is likely to faii" to
accord due process.
Additionally, Lhe Regents
directed that the membership of
the panels be named immediately.
"There has bmm some confusion"
about when the panels would be
named, Regent Waller Wolf said.

"These panels should be promptly
named at the beginning of the
semester."
The individual hearing panels
are to be drawn from a list which
initially includes 18 faculty
members, 12 undergraduates, six
graduate students and 12 lawyers.
"The large panel should be
selected as soon as possible. The
procedure should be above
suspicion on this point," Ortega
said.
In other action the Regents
approved a policy concerning
political activities of the faculty
and approved deletion from the
faculty constitution of a phrase
which required that body to
approve "regulations affecting
student life and activities."
The political activities policy
was approved by the faculty in
April and provides that all faculty
members "should be frpe to
engage in political activilil'~; so far
as lw is able to do so consistent
with his obligations as a teacher
and scholar." It also allows a
faculty member to seck a leave of
absence or a reduced workload if

he desires to become actively
involved in politics such as seeking
election.
Approval of the faculty
constitu tiona! change to remove
the faculty from decision-making
"in the private and bOcial live.• ·'f
students" came on
.,.
recommendation of
· ••
Committee on Governance. i..·.
Hoyt, chairman of the commil Lt~e,
said the change was designl'd to
give students greater responsibility
in their own affairs.
"Looking back to last year I
think there was a widespread
feeling in the students ... that thE'
faculty was not responsive" to
student desires, Hoyt said. This
change will "Pliminate faculty
interference in their (students)
private and social IiVPs" as well as
removing "the in loco parentis
aspPets of faculty control."
The changl\ however, will not
affect rules and n•gulations which
apply jointly to student and
faculty. Nor will it "affect
committee make·-up," Hoyt.
added.

lab Coats
Men and Womens
Name Embroidered Free

The inside story of New Mexico's amazing

SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif.-Timothy Leary tlw drug-promoting guru
of th.e psyc?edelic generation, walked away Sunday from a minimum
secul'!t~ prison where he was serving a sentence for marijuana
possessiOn,
Leary, 49, disappeared during the night from California Men's
~o}on;r- \~est, lo?~ted. four miles west of here on Stale Highway 1-the
h~pPH' h1ghway whJCh leads north to the Big Sur region.
HI'; left nlon~ and no force was use~," reported Watch Commander
Q_uen~m Hcer. He was not seen leavmg and we don't know what
d1rectJon he went. ~Ve have heard nothing about him since the escape."
Leary left the pr1son on foot, wearing his bltw denim prisoner's shirt
an_d pants and a blue pullover sw!'ater. The minimum security prison
m1dW:ay .b.>twePn Los Angeles and San Francisco is surrounded only by
a cham hnk fence.
~n all-points bulletin was issued af~er _guards discovered him missing
dun.ng a bed _check shortly aftt•r m1dmght. He was seen two hours
earher, Hecr sa1d.
Le~ry, a for.mer member of the Harvard faculty, was an early
experimenter With LSD who bt•came known as the "high prit>sl" of th'(,
drug culturt•.

and the clinical law program.
The child day care center is a
joint project funded and planned
by the GSA and ASUNM. The
center will provide facilities to
care for 100 children of UNM
graduate and undergraduate
students per day.

the GSA budget are student
research a!Jocations, a thesis and
dissertation copying service and
funds for Amistad, the free
University.
Graduate
Student
RL>prt-sentative Joe Alarid said
"M any of the teachers in the Free'
Univt-rsity which was revived
Free initial legal advice for during the spring campus
graduate and undergraduate contt"Oversies, will be gracluate
students with few resources is a students, We hope to see if
goal of the legal aid program listed graduate students can teach some
for allocations in the GSA budget. of the same courses offered in the
The program will be manned by regular University better than the
third-year law students and may
professors themselves. By
provide representation for providing a little competition and
students before the Standards by setting good examples maybe
Committee.
we can t-ncourage University
Other items to be approved in betterment."

MASH Center Closes
After Narcof'ics·Bust

"No Dope! No Alcohol! No
Weapons! No Violence! No
Crashing"-This sign at MASH
headquarters apparently has gone
unheeded according to city and
University police who conducted
a raid on the first-aid center at
Room 1080, Mesa Vista Hall last
Thursday evening.
'
The raid resulted in the arrest
of one non-student, MASH
volunteer, Michael Baker. Seven
Albuquerque, University and state
police took part in what was
expected to be a drug haul.
Baker was arrested for
interferring with an officer in the
line of duty when he refused to
take off his boots and resisted
police who tried to serve the
search warrant.
"The police took me into
another room that was not on the
warrant," Baker told The Lobo.

"They grabbed my arm and called
me a smart alec when I told them
I would not submit to a strip
search."
Baker was released on $180
bond and is scheduled to appear
in court tomorrow.

TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required

EROS
ADULT THEATRE
518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-lobby Book
Store New Open. Aclult Books,
Magaz'nes, Smm Film
Open 7 am to Mid nile
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

kopy karner
High Sp~d XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

USE TIE
timPUS
llllll

A ·1000-man Cambodian task force earrying out Cambodia's largest
military operation of th<• war fought its way into the southern portion
of Tan!( Kauk Sunday in daylong battle against VietCong troop:; .
The Communists continued to hold the center of tht> city fi2 mill'S
north of Phnom Penh, at nightfall.
•'
In Saigon, military sourct's said heavy fighting had broken out
around the besieged South Vietnamesl' firebas1• O'Reilly 390 miles
north of Saigon.
'rhe sources said North Vietnamese gunners shelled th1• firebase with
at least 150 rounds of 82mm and 120 mm mortar fire Saturday and
continued the bombardment at a slower raf.e Sunday.
Fighting was scattered elsewhere in Vietnam and Cambodia.
American helicopters kill!'d three Vietnamese civilians and wounded
four others in an attack on two fishing boats in a restricted area on the
•South Vietnam coast 95 miles east of Saigon, the U.S. Command
reported.

Uniforms Inc.

"Love Lust" controversy

3110 Central SE
et

Poem Is A Four letter Word

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
'RATES: 7e Per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. lr nd Is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate ls reduced to 6c

280 pages, Hardbound, $6.95

· WHERE: J ournallsnl Building, Roonl
160, a!ternoonn pre!crnbly or mall.

Claaslflcd Advertising
UNM P.O. 1lox 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 8710G
TERMS: Payment must be made In !ullprior to Insertion o! ndvcrtlscmcnt.

Per word and the rninimum nutnbcr
words to 10.

By Leo Kanowitz (Professor of Law University of New Mexico)
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or

PERSONALS

TW,O MEJ{. STUDENTS need coed to cook
dmnera •n cxchnnge :Cot' free (!how and
good company. CnU Chuck or Mike ilt 2660200, 9/18

To order this important book see your local book dealer or simply send

lNTERROBANG-Christian Celebration of
Hope-Saturday evenings 11: 16 p.m.
Alumni Chapel. 9-18
'

$6.95 (we will pay tax ar1d postage) to: Coronado Press, Box 32, Lawrence,

3)

SERVICES

TYPING. IBM electric typewriter. Near
University, 256-3181, 9/25

Kansds · 66044.
"I••
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Drug Guru Flees Prison

Finding technical parttime jobs
for graduate students and
revamping procedures are high
priority projects for the Graduate
Student Association (GSA) this
fall.
A Graduate Student Council
(GSC) committee was formed in
the spring to help match
employers with the unique
capabilities of many graduate
students. "We want to help highly
qualified graduate students get
more minimum wage jobs during
their education," said Danny
Romero GSA administrative
assistant.
Romero said many graduate
students have unusual
combinations of undergraduate
and graduate studies that could be
invaluable for contractual and
parttime jobs with Albuquerque
employers. Romero said the GSC
employment committee hopes to
place 100 graduate students in
well-paying technical jobs this
year.
The year-old GSA is still in the
process of stabilizing internal
procedures. It is presenting four
constitutional amendments and
the fall 1970 budget for graduate
student approval this week.
The amendments include the
formation-of a Graduate Student
Court and recognition of the
Student Standards Committee
jurisdiction as a hearing board for
disciplinary matters involving
graduate students.
While Graduate Student Court
will be created to function as an
interpreter of the GSA
constitution, the recognition of
the Student Standards Committee
will make disciplinary decisions
and appeals of graduate students
within the power of the Standards
Committee.
Other internal matters to be
voted on include the definition of
Graduate Student representatives
and whether or not to change the
GSA council elections from spring
to immediately after the fall
regislra tion.
Expenditures in the fall 1970
budg!'t to be approved include
funding for a child day care center

Fighting Continues in Indochina

Now Available

Page 4

A total of 254_ passengers and crew members hijacked by Arab
guerrillas aboard thr.ee commcr~ial airliners last week flew Sunday from
Jordan to the ~ed1~erranean 1sland of Cyprus, leaving behind only
those the guernllas mtend to hold as hostages to back up a series of
ransom demands. ·
The Popul~r Front for.. the. Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), wh.ose
members earned out the h1]ackmgs and then dynamited the planes after
evacuating them, said Saturday it was holding 40 persons and releasing
all th~ others. The PFLP. freed another hostage Sunday, a Dutch man,
reducmg to 39 the number of persons it claims to hold
But officials ~f ~rans World A~rl!nes,_British Overse'as Airways Corp.
(BOAC) and ~'YJSsau·, the three mrlmes mvolved, said Sunday a total of
55 persons ongmally aboard the planes had not been accounted for.
Israel warned Palestinian Arab leaders in Jordan it will take stern
measures against guerrilla prisoners unless hijacked air hostages are
freed, Israel occupation authorities said Sunday.
Well-informed Ara~ sources said the warning was conveyed to the
leaders of the PFLP 111 Amman Friday by emissaries selected for the
mission by Israeli authorities.
Disclosure of the warning came as military sources reported that 450
Arabs were rounded up in weekend raids in the occupied west bank of
Jordan and the Gaza Strip.
T?e Soviets blamed Israel. and the United States for creating the
tens1ons that led to the se1zure and destruction of four Western
jetliners.
A commentary published by the official Soviet Communist
newspaper Pravda said Israel and "some Western capitals" are using the
hijackings as a pretext to wreck the Middle East peace talks.
"The increasingly tougher stand of Tel Aviv is a result of the fact
that official Washington, which first declined to recognize Israeli
fabrications of cease-fire violations against Egypt changed its line and
sided with it-pouring oil on the flames of Middle East tensions "
Pravda said.
'

More Parttime Grad Jobs.
Budgeting, Top GSA Plans

5)

FORSALE

1960 AUS'l'lN HEALY 8000, sclft top, tonnenu1 R & H, $850, See: Cnpltol Chevron
Mnnnnttnn nnd Old Snntn Fe Trnil Snnu;
Fe. 9/14
•

200 USED TV's-nll sty].,., $15 up. H1
Wyoming NE. 255-5987. 10/9
7u0 ee. HARLEY DAVIDSON engine. OK
condition. $40, 244-3047 or 277-·1002.
lllCYCLES, PAR'l'S nnu SlllltviCE. Gltnne, Rnlelgh, Zcvs-Touring-Pro!esaionni-Oiymplc Cycles nnd Sports. 1091
San Mateo SE. 266·0100. 10/19 Mon.
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Existentialism? t\e' .>-.
Christian Existentialism? ~C.
.&..
Is 1•t an ...1sm "?•
~\ ?
~,.<X
e"
'..J.:
l\0
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A Study
Of the Existential Question
From a Christian Standpoint

EMPLOYMENT

Jl!,LP WANTED-·malc, pnrt-tlme. A!>PIY
In person nt Del· Weincwchnitzcl, 4201
Central Ave. NE, 9/18

7)

·oeqq

MISCELLANEOUS

SHAltE DRIVING !rom Snntn ])'c? Leave
mossngc on lnw school bulletin bonrd.
Pntty Hunt. 0/18

NEW MEXICO LOBO

First Baptist Church
College-Career Department
101 Broadway NE
9:30a.m. each Sunday
Monday, September 14, 1970

You'll find the campus bank is Convenient and Inexpensive . . .
loca.ted in the Student ·union next to the book store ... n'? monthly
serv1ce charge ., .. no minimum balance required. Pay only $2.50
for o Book of 25 Personalized checks· with FREE checkbook cover
attractively designed with LOBO. emblem.

AMERICAN
•

Third and Central NW

BANK .. DF
0

COMMERCE

The University of New Mexico

Albuquerque Sunport
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1970 Football Fortunes
Hinge on Healing Process

the scene

t

Although injuries have hit the
of being the team hardest hit by
Wolfpack hard in the pre-season,
injuries in the WAC.
coach Rudy Feldman thinks his
The loss of Price moved Cliff
· team will be ready to go Saturday
\rcher, a 190-pound junior, into
night against Iowa State.
the vacated linebacker slot. This
The Lobos started their
move gives Feldman the same
two·a·day drills this summer with
basic defensive lineup which
depth at every position. But· by
finished up the 1969 season.
last week the coaching staff's
Archer will be lined up with
primary worry was depth.
All-American candidate Houston
Second unit quarterback Frank
Ross and veteren Herman
Gorman is out with a knee injury.
Fredenberg at the linebacking
His backup man Larry Korpitz
spots. Ross, who has had an
followed the next practice with a
impressive fall thus far, will be at
_shoulder injury that required
middle linebacker with Archer on
surgery. Korpitz
no-t be ready the left side and Fredenberg on
to play again until at least the right.
midseason. Last week Feldman
Three of the four spots on the
announced that linebacker Harry defensive line appear to be settled
Price, who was receiving good with a real battle for one tackle
comments all around the league, spot. Mike Buck and Jerry
had decided to bypass football Buckner, both starters last season,
this year in respect to a knee will be at the defensive ends with
injury.
Rob Winter at one tackle. George
These recent setbacks along Oakes ( 230) is presently listed
with Ken Ross' nagging knee ahead of starter Rodney Wallace
injury which forced him into a (273).
red-shirt for the season, and
The defensive secondary has
mini-end Tom McBee's heart been a question mark with two
infection which will keep him spots to be filled. Returning from
sidelined for the year, are enough last season are both safeties but
to give the Lobes the distinction the cornerbacks have to be

will

replaced. Jay Morrison, who set
the school record last season with
nine interceptions (good for
fourth place in the nation),
returns at the weakside safety
after sitting out spring practice
with an injury. Bob Gaines will be
at the strong side.
Letterman Ernest l\1allory and
sophomore Don Dungan have
been the top two candidates for
the left corner with junior Bruce
Markham and transfer Dennis
Timpe listed at the right side.
Mallory and Markham seem to be
the choices.

"The best film about collegiate youth since "The Graduate"! It
says more, means more and will affect more viewers than just
about anything else around!"
-Bernard Drew, Gannett News Service
"It's bold, outspoken, rough, explicit, suggestive, realistic!"
-Archer Winsten, New York Post
"Elliott Gould has established himself as king of the cool
people!"
-Leonard Harris, CBS TV
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Larry Korpitz

FOX WINROCK

2 SHOWS TONITE!

THEATRE

7:30& 9:45

Doors Open 7:00p.m.

All Slide Rules Discounted
Engineering and Drafting Supplies-Technical Books-Maps

•

HOLMAN'S, INC.
265-7982

401 Wyoming NE

HOLMAN'S, INC.
ENGINEERING AND DRAFTING SUPPLIES
TECHNICAL BDDKS-MAPS
401 WYOMING NE
265-7982

IS A BOOKSTORE TOO!
sample listing from
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.

Intramural
Deadlines
Wednesday
Wednesday, Sept. 16 is the
deadline for entries for intramural
flag football, bowling, and golf
doubles. All entries are due at
1:30 p.m. in the intramural office,
room 13, Johnson Gymnasium.
All team captains or intramural
chairmen from the dorms,
fraternities and independents are
asked to give this announcement
their prompt attention because no
exceptions will be made to the
deadline.
Also that evening there will be
the first intramural council
meeting. The meeting is in room
159, Johnson Gymnasium. All
intramural chairmen are asked to
attend for the election of officers.

Number 13
Senior quarterback Chip
Maxwell of the Colorado State
Rams wears number 13 but it was
not an easy number to come by.
It had to be ordered special for
him after he arrived on the CSU
campus as a freshman in 1967.

Feynman-Lectures on Physics, 3 vols.
Thomas-Calculus and Analytic Geometry
Schwinger-Particles, Sources and Fields
Byron-Fuller-Mathematics of Classical and
Quantum Physics
Lang-Introduction to Linear Algebra
Leveque-Topics in Number Theory
' I ~

I

Repair & Maintenance
on all foreign cars

-~oreign Car Specialisls
333 Wyoming Blvd. NE
265·5901
Free E~timates

Big 8 Experience Strengthens ISU

scanning

Revolution in Sporf
If you set aside J>tatistics, records and sc~edul~s--which
you can find in any year of sport-1970-71 IS gomg to be
very interesting as far as collegiate athletics is concerned.
Sports are being swept up with the times. Different
attitudes toward old, untouchable traditions are threatening
collegiate sports as they have existed in the last few decades.
And this year might be the year that all the questions come
to a head.
There is a slow but consistent mingling of sports and
politics. In collegiate as well as professional sports, politics
has always been an area in which men in coaching an~
management have avoided commitment and have urged therr
players to do the same. The nature of a college athletic
scholarship and a professional's contract are such that the
players usually are forced into a peaceful submission. Rarely,
if ever, was the coach's authority questioned, in the
mechanical aspects of the game itself or in the training rules.
And if a college athlete on scholarship wished to retain that
scholarship, he would allow his thoughts and actions off the
field be influenced by. the man with the power-the coach.
But the times are a changin'.
Thoughts vs. Tuition
The problems of race, ecology and war in Indo-China have
been creeping into the thoughts of the college athlett1.
Perhaps this should be rephrased to say that the thoughts on
these subjects have become troublesome enough for him to
take that big step and rebel against that all-important tuition
source. As a whole the college athlete has alway:; been the
conservative type. The world of spori;s in general has always
been conservative by the nature of the training and practice
necessary for excellence, and athletes were always content to
let others worry about the world.
With undertones noticable from campuses all over the
country, the first major confrontation occurred right here
within the WAC last fall. A team rule was violated by 12
members of the Wyoming football team and head football
coach Lloyd· Eaton dismissed the viola tom from the team.
But there was so much more to it than that.
Among other things, it was a question of whether being on
the football team was sufficient reason to be banned from
taking part in a demonstration and restricted of freedom of
speech. Repercussions were felt coast-to-coast and
coach-player relations were strained simply because many
players realized that their rights, too, were being infringed.
Every team needs training and team conduct rules for the
good and the success of the team. But, as happened in
Laramie, when a team rule infringes upon a basic right of the
humans involved, it is time to take a close look at what has
been happening ever since the first scholarship for athletic
rather than scholastic reasons was given.
The largest percentage of college athletes today are still
content to live by the rules and regulations of the team. All
training rules are not unfair, and there are plenty of people in
the sports spectrum who are open-minded about the
problems of today.

The Lobos have a better chancEl
of winning the season's openel·
than it has had in the last three
seasons.
Iowa State, absent from the
Lobo's schedule since 1967, has
fielded stagnant football teams in
the last four seasons (2-6-2, 2·8,
3·7, 3·7 ). Publicity men from the
Ames, Ia. school are using terms
like competitive, aggressive, and
interesting to describe the
upcoming season, and this .usually
means all of the above, possibly,
but coupled with a bad record.
The Cyclones, however, do
compete in one of the toughest
football conferences in the
nation-the Big Eight. Their team
has floundered near the cellar of
the conference for a long time but
just the competition in the league
is enough to mature football
players, and the Cyclones can
boast plenty of experience.
But in order for the team to
emerge from the depths it must
come up with a good quarterback.
Last year's number one
quarterback Obert Tisdale saw a
light before the spring workouts
and requested to be changed to a

defensivl' linebacker. The move
was strange (although it appears
to be a successful one for Tisdale,
who has sewed up the defensive
monsterman position) mainly
because it left the signal-calling
and playmaking duties in the
hands of untested men.
Tisdale no doubt thought that
George Amundson, a hard
throwing sophomore, was ready
to handle the situation. But
Amundson did not perform well
enough in spring ball for anyone
to concede the position, and
coach John Majors has not yet
displayed full confidence in him.
If Amundson has not impressed
Majors by Saturday, the Lobos
may be looking over the offensive
linemen at Mike Fontanini, last
year's backup quarterback.
Fontanini was far from impressive
last year with only 16
completions out of 43 attempts,
good for a skimpy 116 yards. He
also connected with the defense
four times to further mar his
output.
The Cyclones have one of the
best collegiate receivers in Otto
Stowe, and the team hope is that
someone will be able to get the

ball to him. Stowe, a solid 6·2,
185 pound senior, hauled in 39
passes for 508 yards last year and
has unlimited potential.
Coach Majors goes into his
third year with ISU optimistic
that his team can live up to their
nickname and produce a little
storm-like devastation. He points
out that he has 28 letterman
returning, and many of them have
more than just one year's
experience behind them. "We
started as many as 16 sophomores
in most games in 1968," he
observes, ''and this fall 12 of
those 16 will be starters again. A
couple more are backup men and
could be right back in the lineup
as starters if their competition
falters."
The defense will be the
Cyclone's strongest area. There
are nine returning veterans plus
the addition of Tisdale.
Co-captain Tony Washington is a
standout at safety, turning in two
straight 75-tackle seasons to go
along with eight interceptions.
Another honors candidate is
linebacker Mark Withrow. In his
two varsity campaigns he has been
credited with 203 tackles, six
interceptions, and two fumble
recoveries.
The Cyclones have had some
injury problems in the early going
this fall, with one that will
definitely prove costly. Andy
Waller, a star defensive end,
underwent surgery two weeks ago
for a knee injury and will be
sidelined for the first three games.
The Cyclones have a chance to
jell into a good football team this
year and advance from their
seventh place finish in the Big
Eight. But their quarterback
problem may keep them from
gaining the needed momentum to

knock off the vastly improved
Lobos. But look for a hard nose

football game in the Big Eight
tradition.

Tragedy Claims Wyoming QB
Laramie, Wyo. (UPI)-Tragedy struck the University of
Wyoming football team Saturday when the Cowboys' star
quarterback, Ed Synakowsld, 21, Utica, N.Y., drowned in a
boating accident.
Albany County Sheriff Ted Burnstad reported Synakowski
drowned 50-60 yards from shore at Lake Hatti 30 miles
southwest of Laramie. Wind-whipped waves swamped a boat
being used by Synakowski, his brother and a friend.
UW .scuba class members recovered Synakowski's body
ab011f; 5 p.m.
Bill Young, UW sports information director, said the
university was "deeply shocked at the loss of a tremendous
young man. The loss affects everyone."
Head football coach Lloyd Eaton and his coaching staff
were attending the Air Force Academy game in Colorado
Springs and were unavailable for comment. Wyoming is
slated to play the Falcons next Saturday.
Synakowski's younger brother, Mike, 20, and Den
Smolinski, a former UW football star, were with the senior
quarterback when the accident occurred about 11:30 a.m.
Witnesses said wind gusts of 20·25 miles per hour whipped
up waves on the lake which swamped the boat reportedly
purchased by Synakowski only Friday.
Synakowski's wife of only two months witnessed the
accident and had to be treated with the younger Synakowski
for shock.
Divers were hampered in their search effort because of the
extremely cold water.
Synakowski, a physical education major, came to
Wyoming from Whitesboro, N.Y., where he earned all-league
recognition in football, basketball, and baseball.
Synakowski led the Pokes in total offense last season with
1099 yards and in passing completed 94 of 200 tosses for
1053 yards (for five touchdowns). During his career he
completed 118 passes in 283 tries for a .417 average and
1·129 ymd~ and ten touchdowns.
The Cowboys will have to recover with one of four
quarterbacks, led by junior Gary Fox and reserve Wayne
Wells. Both saw limited action last fall. Two sophomores,
Scott Freeman and Steve Cockreham, should help the team
out at the quarterback slot.

Abundant life is yours .•.
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HAPPEN

Sundays 9:30AM

College & Career

Otto Stowe

IT

LET

123 Broadway, S.E.

In two varsity seasons Otto
Stowe has made 7 3 pass
receptions. A workhorse of the
Cyclone's offense, Stowe needs
only 24 catches this year to have
the most in ISU history. Stowe is
also a dangerous runner after he
catches the ball.

FIRST GAME
SATURDAY, Sept. 19

CSU 28, NM STATE 9

The Coach's Problem
But the authority of the stereo-typed marine drill sergeant
coach is being challenged by a good number of athletes on
today's practice fields who simply do not want to hear the
same old noise anymore. Like any rebellion or revolution, the
first instigators of change are the ones who are suffering the
most. Their movement has not been totally accepted and, as
in the case of the Wyoming 12, the system-buckers are being
weeded out.
The NCAA is alarmed enough about the situation that it
has issued policy statements concerning demonstrations and
other things that may interfere with games, practices and
players.
The plight of the coach is certainly an unenviable one. He
faces the pressure of the school where he is employed to
come up with satisfactory teams with his job on the line as
stakes. He is confronted with the problems and beliefs of all
his team members. He obviously must have some rules to
keep the players in line, and history tells us that rules are
never accepted without a challenge.
Besides all these problems, the coaches of the nation have
a big problem which they perhaps do not realize. They have
to come up with the proper solution of exactly how much to
sway with the times. They must discover the right friction
point which will keep the athletes content and at the same
time·continue to win.
Coaching has always been a complicated job and the
success of a coach depends. on coming up with the right
answer at the right time. Now every coach is faced with
coming up. with the right answer for this dilemma right now.
College sports depend on it.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
I

Colorado State
14 7 0 7-28
New Mexico State
3 6 0 o- 9
CSU-Labus 31 pass from SmiUt
(Torzala kick)
NNS-McTecr 49 FG
CSU-Olson ll"Uil (Torzala kick)
NM8-Mlmms li run (kick failed)
CSU-McCutchcon 25 :run (Torula

!tick)

ilnuuttttn
· · Qtbalrt
1

CSU-Tarver 1 run (Torza!a ltlclc)
A-15,210

'·

BYU 10, N. TEXAS ST. 7

Btigham Young
North Texas

7 3 0 o-10
0 7 0 0-7
BYU--.Ta<li>son 1 run (I,iJjcnquist
kicltl
.
N'l's-r,andrv 4 run (Briscoe hick)
BYU-FG Ltljcnqulst 22
A-23,4()6

Featuring •..

PACIFIC 24, UTEP 18

0 21 :! o-·24
U'rEP
9
0 6 3-18
UTEI'-Rogcrs 61 run (ltlclt inlled)
n'rtel'-ll'G White 33
l'···Gol~m:m 6 l"Ull (P.,sh kick)
P· ··Jackson 44 pas.• It~a<l (l'ash kick)
P-Dixon 14 pass from ltcud (Pa•h

Pacific
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Call
Ann or

Write Better Papers

Pam

Improve Study Skills

Sept. 14, 15, 16

Howard Johnson's Midtown
Room B·3 5:30 & 6:00 p.m.

Read
Faster
,

265-6761

Comprehend More

Take
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CLASSES
START

Tuesday, Sept. 22, 7:00p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 26,9:00 a.m.
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To Help Improve
Your Gradepoint
FREE SPEED READING LESSON

l'··l•'G l'a~h 33
U'l'El' ·-bert~· 1 run (kick fnilcd)
A-14,ti37

Pur5es-Jt'Jv, ult-y

youn11people on toe

Attend Today

kiclc)

Drs~~ os-Skirt.-!Jf'lb

successful
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'
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.

Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS

-

207 Dartmouth Drive NE

265-6761
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Editorial:

The Money
Situ_ation
The North Central Accrediting
Association (NCAA) has requested a
two-year interim report from
University President Ferrel Heady. In
his annual report Heady interpreted
this demand as a warning that UNM
could lose accreditation of its
doctoral programs, or be dropped to
provisional status within two years.
The most recent review by the
NCAA cited inadequate funding,

"institutional autonomy," library
services and holdings, and
"administrative 1decision-making
procedures" as areas of weakness at
the University. The biggest bugaboo,
of course, is the criticism of
inadequate funding. The source of
many of the University's problems
could be cleared up if only we had
the money.
The legislature has bitched and
moaned about the University to the
point that many of us are sick of
hearing about the ''campus turmoil,"
and the strong refrains of "why
don't those students down there stop
causing trouble and start studying ...
after all, a university is a place for
learning." My god, how all of us
down here would like to start
studying-if Amly we could find the
proper books in the library. And we
would be far more enthusiastic about
our courses if we didn't have to sit in
a classroom with too few desks and
too many students. It would be nice
if the University had the money to
hire more and better professors, and
build more and better classroom
facilities.
What the guys in Santa Fe don't
seem to realize, or have not yet

allowed to seep into their brains, is
that all of us at UNM are here to get
an education. But we are constantly
frustrated at every turn. . . and
money or the lack of money to
make' a better educational
institution, might be what is holding
up all of us prospective scholars.
The tone of the NCAA report
indicated that the NCAA feels that
the Board of Education (BEF) is the
biggest stumbling block when the
University requests funds from the
state. What is really disheartening
when the budgeting process in New
Mexico is reviewed is that the BEF
seems more willing than the general
legislature to give UNM needed
funding. But even they don't seem to
understand that when a state creates
an educational institution, and when
a state wants that institution to be a
good educator, money, and plenty of
it, is needed.
An educational institution does
not reach one level, and remain
stagnant on that level. Universities
need money to grow and keep
abreast of the changing times and
attitudes. Not only the graduate
program, but the undergraduate
program, have to be constantly

By SKIP BALL
Reprinted from the Colorndo Daily
"The employing class and the
working class have nothing in
common''-International Workers of
the World (IWW) preamble, 1905.
It has been with great reservation
that students have traditionally
approached what rhetoric has
dubbed "the workers," the
proletariat. Friends are advised not
to speak out and to cut their hair
when they go to work.
"The workers," so the myth goes,
"are all fascists, well off and happy
with the lot-Marx was wrong." And
so when I found a job working on a
pipeline I cut my hair and prepared
for a summer of disillusion.
A pipeline, unlike a factory, is not
confined to a building but to a job.
Depending on the size of the
operation a "spread" will normally
require about 400 workers, ranging
from heavy machine operators,
welders and truck drivers to laborers
and unskilled construction workers.
Each trade has its own union.
Thus there was a laborers' union, an
operators' union, a welders' union
and the Teamsters for the truck
drivers_
It would appear, and many·
wealthy businessmen would have us
believe, that the workers have from
such unions strength, a lot of power.
Power that works against the
interests of the employer, and thus
against the economy.
There is one small problem--the
unions are corrupt. 'rhe two men

feel the war is right.
Most of the workers however,
think that "niggers aren't worth a
damn" and that their tax dollars go
for welfare. That belief is not a
strong one, and one which I refused
to remain silent over. More often
than not people I talked to had
almost verbatim, the same argument
and gave it up with very little
opposition. Taylor even started
referring to blacks as blacks and 3ven
chewed out a friend of his in front of
me for attacking students. "They c:tre
just trying to keep us apart so we
won't realize that the students and
blacks rioting are complaining about
the same things we are."
Young workers are different. I
have yet to meet one on the pipeline
who had not smoked dope or
"dropped" something. Most were
regular users. Almost none were
racists, but, some were still clinging
to male chauvinism, though this is
declining. The parents are much less
contemptuous of their rebellious
children. They do not hold on to
their culture very strongly.
The culture I observed consisted
of making money, drinking and sex.
There isn't time to do much else.
The Wisconsin locals enjoy fishing
and riding snowmobiles on top of
the three essentials. In the time Marx
was observing the workers in
Manchester, the workers drank away
their misery in the local gin house,
America with the highest standard of
living in the world hasn't changed
things a whole lot.
The workers are far from being
lifeless or empty. They possess the
quality yoga calls "life force," that
James Baldwin refers to as "being
present, in every sense." This is why
they cannot be liberals. They do not
have time for facades or games. They
are going to go all the way with
whatever belief they hold.
It is the quality, this strength of
spirit that gave me the most hope
and the most confidence. In fact, I
felt much more optimistic in the
land of what liberals would have· us
believe are fascists, than I have ever
felt talking to or with those
sympathetic liberals.
It is about time that we believe
our attacks on the middle and upper
class ethic and stop trying to
organize our parents, and instead
look to the people who count, those
who have nothing to lose and much
to gain.
·
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Agnew Blasts Growing Drug Cultureo

revamped and expanded in order to
make the university more responsive
to the needs of its graduates and its
-supporting community. UNM has
not yet received the money to meet
either the needs of its graduates or
the state adequately. While we have
expanded our programs and
degree-granting facilities, our
appropriation has not kept up with
the expansion.
Because of the state's hesitancy in
meeting the University's monitary
needs, the state has abrogated its
duties to both the people and the
institution. One would be lead to
believe that once a state creates an
educational institution, that
institution will be given the money
to remain alive and well, rather than
remain a political battering ram with
inadequate funding. Unless the BEF
and the legislature are willing and
able to meet their fiscal
responsibility in regard to the
University; the NCAA might just
take away our accreditation, and the
state will be left with nothing more
than a lot of land, some nice
buildings, and no students.

The cream of New Mexico's Republican crop
swell Republican coffexs in states which are high
will greet Vice· President Spiro Agnew when he
on GOP lists for victory in November.
arrives in Albuquerque today at 12:15 on a flight
A UPI report of Agnew's speech in Las Vegas
from Las Vegas, Nev.
follows:
Agnew, who assailed the growing U.S. drug
culture in a speech last night in Las Vegas (see
By MYRAM BORDERS
accompanying UPI story), will be met at the
LAS VEGAS, Nev. UPI-Vice President Sph·o
Sunport by Gov. David Cargo and a host of GOP
T. Agnew assailed entertainers, parents,
leaders.
broadcasters and the press Monday for helping to
Included in the welcoming group are GOP
foster-·mostly unwittingly a spreading drug
senato1ial candidate Anderson Carter, Republican
culture in the United States.
gubemat01ial hopeful, Pete Domenici, U.S. Reps.
Because adults have not listened carefully or
Manuel Lujan and Ed Foreman, and Bob
looked closely at the music, movies and
Davidson, state cha:ixman of the Republican
underground publications of the youth culture,
Party.
Agnew said, "blatant drug-culture propaganda"
Following his aJ.Tival Agnew will motorcade to
has pervaded the nation.
the Hilton Hotel, hold a brief news-conference
Good Clean Fun
and spend the remainder of the afternoon
Speaking at a $100-a-plate dinner for Nevada
"working."
Republican political candidates, Agnew said that
Republican officials have estimated that 1000
"all the while that this brainwashing has been
persons will attend Agnew's $100-a-plate dinner
going on, most of us have regarded it as good,
and speech at the Civic Auditorium. The speech,
clean, noisy fun."
expected to center around the slumping American
Agnew said that by drug culture he meant not
economy, will be delivered at 8:30 p.m. A "social
only actual users, but "those who are adopting
hour" will precede the talk and a "dance" will
'escape' as a way of life, who seek a release from
follow lasting from 10 until midnight.
human responsibility by pretending there is a
Republican loyalists have been busy this week
world other than the real world."
preparing Agnew's welcome. According to a
"There are millions of Americans, young and
Republican Party press release Agnew will be · old, who believe that if the music is loud enough,
greeted in Albuquerque by a "throng of poster
the diStractions strong enough, the sedatives or
and flag wavers." The release also says "a group
stimulants active enough, they will drown out
of Albuquerque young Republicans have put
their frustrations and loneliness," he said.
together a mass of welcoming signs which read
"By yielding to pressure to conform from their
'This Is Agnew Land,' 'We Love You Agnew' and
friends, they are creating a rigid establishment of
'Sic Urn Spiro."
their own, building an altar to alienation."
Agnew's visit to Albuquerque is his first and is
Agnew cited popular folk-rock song lyrics
part of a week-long speaking tour designed to
containing words such as high, stoned, grass and

Sarah Laidlaw

Students and W orl~ers:
Coming Together
who are most important to the
workers, the business agent who gets
the job, and the steward, who is on
the job, are both appointed by the
union president. They are also both
very vulnerable to bribes from the
management of the company.
Essentially the unions are glorified
employment services working from
the employer, most often
collaborating against the workers.
From the yard to the actual job
was 70 miles. I rode there with a
man I shall call Taylor. Taylor has
been operating for 20 years. He is a
veteran pipeliner and has run
everything possible on the pipeline.
When he started 20 years ago he was
making $3 an hour and made more
than he is making now at $6.32 an
hour. Needless to say he is skeptical
of wage demands.
Taylor lives in Madison, Wis. He
cannot w9rk there though because
the business agent doesn't like him.
Taylor complains about bought-off
stewards, and bought-off business
agents don't like it.
The union oppression was mild,
though. Every week the government
soaks up one fourth of Taylor's pay
check, leaving him and his family
with $200 a week.
He does not work pipeline in
winter. The money he made went
not only to his family in Madison,
but, since he had to work so far from
home, to hotel bills, eating out all
the time and to a normally large
drinking bill. Add insurance
payments and other taxes to that
and it makes not only for a cold
winter, but a cold summer, too.
So, discard the myth that workers
are well off. They are definitely not
getting fat off America. They are
getting screwed and know it.
Taylor, among other things, thinks
that the wage system must go, and
the production should be for the
producers. He feels that the Vietnam
war is economically motivated and
thus is wrong.
As he puts it, "The government
and the unions have gone so far from
the people that they are going to ·
rebel in 10 years and then there
aren't going to be any more
corporations-just one big
corporation for the people."
He is just one person, but he
ismore of a rule than an exception.1t
is generally held belief that the
Vietnam war ill a • profit-making
venture, whether or not individuals
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acid as evidence of drug culture propaganda, but
said he was not suggesting there was any
conspiracy by the pop music world to spread it.
He said that at its best, popular. music was
"complex and exciting" and deserved attention,
but the "cumulative impact of some of their work
advances the wrong cause."
The older generation, with its use of alcohol,
sleeping drugs and pep pills helped set the stage
for the drug culture phenomenon, Agnew said,
and broadcasters who air drug oriented music a11'1
publishers who glamorize the drug scene are
making matters worse.
While some publishers and broadcasters are
doing a great deal to counter drug abuse with
countervailing views, Agnew said, "far too many
producers and editors are still succumbing to the
temptation of the sensational, and playing right
into the hands of the drug culture."
The Vice President said voters could help
counter the drug culture this fall by electing
Republicans who will stand with President Nixon
in his fight against drug abuse and crime.
Earlier, in a planeside speech, Agnew said the
silent majority would roust the small band of
radical liberals in Congress this November.
Agnew, surrounded by secret service and
uniformed sheriff's deputies, told a reported
crowd of more than 5000 persons in this
gambling resort, that the respect for Congress was
the lowest in five years.
The voice of the silent majority will be heard in
Nevada and across the country," said the Vk~
President.
"The paramount issue is whether a little band
of radical liberals succeeds in frustrating the
majority."
----·----
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Pickens Calls For Library Shakeup
GSA President Slams 1nefficency, Sloppiness at Zimmerman

The workers are angry. They wlil
go to Spiro Agnew if WP do not gE>t
off our splfish studPnt trips and get
out and talk to our brothers and
sisters who didn't make it into the
universities but who are being used,
dehumanized, desexualized, by the
same American obscenity we have
been fighting.
This means much self sacrifice. We
have long been devoted to the
rehumanizing of our own lives. We
have done so far too often at the
expense of many other people. Just
as we attacked those who would
"touch tmd love" in a country club
that excluded blacks, for being
racists, we must now criticize
ourselves while not only the peasants
of Latin America and Vietnam but
also our own working class are
oppressed.
And that means going to the
building sites and the factories and
working (or at least staying a while)
even if for a short time. It means
meeting, again, reality. Students can
not just "relate'' to the "workers,"
they must meet them and accept
them. Students can help in strikes
and they can talk to the workers
about student demands. They must,
above all, listen. We can only go so
far with foreign policy issues.
Stokely Carmichael told us a long
time ago to stop trying to be black, .
"help" blacks and look to our own
oppression. It is time we took that
advice and spread out from the ivory
towm:s, for we too have been guilty
Of preserving theu· .::tutonomy.

By MICHAEL BLAKE
Guiding the Graduate Student
Association at UNM this year is
Bill Pickens, a man who knows
our tangled administrative ropes
as well as any student on campus.
Pickens is top man in the
organization that serves UNM's
oft forgotten contingent of
graduate students (about 3000
strong) but he comes on quiet and
reserved in an era that is
producing student leaders with a
more flamboyant style.
Pickens is definitely a moderate
but the label doesn't always stick.
Although he takes a traditional
approach to solving problems
(working through the system)
Pickens has had an excellent track
record in terms of getting the job
done. His energy and
aggressiveness in tackling
problems coupled with an
amazingly clear understanding of
the University super-structure has
allowed Pickens to succeed when
others have failed.
Don't be fooled if the above
profile sounds somewhat staid. He
used the word "reform" instead
ot' "revolution" but depending on
the issue Pickens is capable of
acting downright radical.
All- University Governance for
example (Pickens has fought long
and hard for it) is a headache that
Pickens is not likely to
compromise on. Nor is he likely
to buy any amount of poppycock
or pussyfooting on the question
of library reform.
Pickens talked about UNM's
hassles in an interview with the
Lobo which follows:
I'

II

I

LOBO: What's the toughest
problem you've had running the
GSA?
PICKENS: I think that the
main problem, of course, is
getting information around. There
was a great fear, at first, that the
two student governments would
spend 90 percent of their time
fighting but that hasn't happened.
There's been a little jealousy
between the two governments but
not. much. The main problem that

I
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we've faced is the lack of official
channels-to pursue grievances
and change policy. The big
problem here is the lack of a
faculty structure (there is no
faculty senate) .and the faculty is
reluctant to take any kind of
action that would either diminish
or reform their power: Some of
the perogatives they have are
straight out of the Middle
Ages-they're really the greatest
obstacle in the path of reform.
LOBO: UNM has a great
number of problems. What theatre
of action will the GSA most
involve itself in this year?
PICKENS: Our main thrust
this year is library reform. This
library is wholly inadequate for
graduates. It is run as sloppily and
inefficiently as any organization I
can think of. It has about a third
as many volumes as a school this
size should have. Another thing is
faculty relations. I want to see
every graduate program have a
meeting of graduate students in
that department at the beginning
of the year.
LOBo: In the past graduate
students have been treated as
beasts of burden in many
cases-no more than shit-detailers.
How are you trying to change the
status of the graduate student?
PICKENS: We've had very
good success as far as TA's, GA's
and RA's go. I think you're aware
of the resolution passed by the
Weihofen Committee which
makes a number of reforms. First
of all, it defines an assistant as a
part-time faculty member which
gives him/her all faculty rights.
·Second of all, it puts out very
clear procedures for dismissal and
suspension and also a system of
warning a graduate student that
he is not performing at a
satisfactory level. And also a very
good systems of appeals, including
the right of appeal to the
Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee which is the. highest
juc;licial body that the faculty has.
LOBO: But realistically do you
expect a lot of professors to
change their attitudes toward

graudate students and, if not, how
would you move against those
who resist the Weihofen
resolution.
PICKENS: Attitudes of course
are relatively hard to attack. We
need a more professional attitude
toward graduate students. It's
really a self-reinforcing process.
And I think that if the faculty
finally sees a graduate assistant
with some pride, with some
morale, with some idea that he is
doing more than just shit work
they will begin to treat him a
good deal differently. If the
graduate students are a little more
responsible, and I think they will
be, if they feel their position is a'
little higher, they'll be looked
upon as junior faculty members.
The main problem is that when
you're a graduate assistant you're
very dependent on that job. If
you lose your job you have to
drop out of graduate school
usually. So you're not in a
situation where you can make
demands very easily, That's my
job because I am beholding to no
one. My job is not dependent on a
faculty member or an
administrator.
I know this University well
enough to put pressure on the
right people. The days of student
grievances being pushed under the
rug are over as far as I am
concerned.
.
_
LOBO: Barring any really,
damaging upheavals this year do
you remain fairly optimistic about
what can be accomplished.
PICKENS: Yes. I was a little
pessimistic at the end of last year
simply because I didn't think the
majority of students really took.
seriously the options, the
alternatives such as the Free
University.
But Amistad will continue and
I think we'll have some pretty
significant reforms in the library
and I believe the faculty will
finally be pushed into some kind
of acceptance of grievance
procedures. Other thah that,
probably ROTC will be under
discussion.
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